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This book will help you gain immediate clarity on any problem, be it your own, your worker's or your

coaching-client's. (2nd. Ed Jan 2014) In as little as 15 minutes you will understand what the source

of the problem is, and devise quick action-steps to take in order to begin and improve the situation

(Free automated toll inside).The book will teach you how to use a very simple, yet effective tool, the

"Double-Lens System". Using it you can quickly get to the bottom of situations and analyzing the

roots of a problem. Then you will learn to use several simple questions that will help develop a quick

fix, and will get things going in the right direction. While not intended as a substitute to a full

coaching process, this method is effective in helping clients to zero-in on their most pressing issues

and move from pain to action. The same method is also an effective lead-conversion tool that can

be used in coaching and consulting sales-situations.Included in the book you will find a link for a

free download of an automated version of the double-lenses system. You can use this as it is, or

customize it to your own needs.The book was written with the same principles of "quick solutions"

described in it. It is a short, easy to read manuscript that will take you less than an hour to read and

master.Need to know more? Read below the reviews of people which already read it. Click the "Buy

Now" button and get to solving problems â€“ quickly!
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At 99 cents this is a very good buy. The "double lens" approach does exactly what it is intended to

do - help a person with a problem to focus on the area(s) of concern and then to focus closely on

the main area in order to find at least one practical, useful step they can take to move forward. Once

there is movement, problems can be solved or, if not solved at least, reduced in size. As well as

giving a good explanation of the process and examples of how it works, the book also includes lists

of ideas that can be used to determine where the focus should be.At the beginning of the book, the

author says English is not his first language but that does not, in any way, detract from the reading

of it and, he says, he has a conversational style - something I find refreshing, since so many

authorities on a subject use a less than friendly style.

Simple quick and to the point there's action items to use and follow so you can use this quick and

dirty method right away. It's a lot more sophisticated than it appears to be and is a great starting

point

This is a excellent book. It outlines a useful, easy to implement, step-by-step procedure to zeroing in

on important aspects of a challenging situation and finding a quick, first-step solution. The

procedure can then be used to find the next step, and the next, and so on until the challenge is met.

The author provides a list of topics and subtopics that are helpful in surveying a person's life, finding

important area of need and then drilling down to further clarify the "subneeds" that can be the focus

of the coache's attention. I highly recommend the book.

shays generously shares a practical approach to begin coaching a new client and focusing in on the

most important issue to resolve first. Thank you for sharing your wisdom and knowledge.

Very comprehensive. Love the specific steps that are easy to follow and incorporate into my

programs.Great job!

This shirt ebook is awesome. There are not many words that I can use to say how much I love this



ebook. It has really helped me learn more in helping to coach someone.

Concise. Precise. Accurate. If you are starting as a Life Coach or a Business Coach, you need to

have this excellent book. It will give you the tools to hit the road running. It reads in under two hours.

Amazing return for the money.!!

Shmaya is on a mission to get results as quickly as possible. Sounds good to me. He demonstrates

his system for quickly getting to the root of the problem and helping someone help them self.
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